
Smart Business

Enabling
success

Optimising enterprise information



In this digital age, data needs to be 
at the centre of every management decision. 
Our Smart Business team helps to 
transform our clients' business 
from traditional to digitised – 
where accurate data influences 
the way they manage 
their business. 

Introduction

We customise and integrate applications and data to 
enhance our clients' data processing and to achieve a 
higher level of workflow automation. As a result, 
we're able to provide deeper insight into 
performance across business functions. 

Business Solutions 
Enterprise application solutions are supported and 
maintained by a professional team at Ulwembu 
Business Services. Customer upgrades and extensions 
are core to the solution offering, including ERP, BPM, 
BI, CRM, Sales Management, Supply Chain 
Management, Financial Management and HR 
Management.

Enterprise Resource Planning (ERP)

ERP enables the flow of data between business 
processes. It helps to manage day-to-day activities, 
such as accounting, procurement, project management 
and manufacturing. The ERP system collects shared 
transactional data from multiple sources, thereby 
eliminating duplication and providing data integrity 
through a secure and centralised data repository.

Thanks to ERP, businesses can align separate 
departments, improve workflow and achieve 
significant bottom-line savings. 

Other benefits include:
· Improved business insight;
· Reduced operational costs;
· Enhanced collaboration;
· Improved efficiencies;

· High user-adoption rates;
· Reduced business risk; and
· Lower management and operational costs.

Business Process Management 
(BPM)

BPM provides enterprise flexibility, optimises the 
processing time within client operations, saves costs 
and increases the efficiency of business operations. 
This is achieved by mapping business processes, 
outsourcing and automating processes. The outsourcing 
of business processes extends from call centre 
operations to hosted solutions. 

Our strength in BPM and business process outsourcing 
leads to process streamlining and simplification. We 
apply our expertise in process architecture, process 
analysis and systems analysis to re-design processes 
that are in line with the ever-changing needs of our 
clients.

Business Intelligence (BI)

The heightened demand for instant aggregated 
information is changing the business landscape. 
Reliable and timeous information is becoming the key 
to making the best decisions within organisations. 

Our Business Intelligence (BI) services include data and 
information strategy; data warehousing; analytical 
applications; and corporate reporting solutions, 
encompassing the design and implementation of 
organisational dashboards using our expertise in data 
architecture and data analysis.



Customer Relationship Management 
(CRM)

The main components of CRM are people, processes and 
technologies that together help to develop a deeper 
understanding of customers. Ulwembu Business Services 
helps clients build long-term, mutually beneficial 
relationships with their customers using a CRM solution that 
is scalable and that considers service strategy and design, 
people management, and operations management.

Service strategy and design. We provide customer and 
organisational assessment services to determine the service 
operation structure, the interaction channels as well as a 
high-level process flow. Once defined, our solutions experts 
apply their skills in operations design, service strategy, 
customer journey management and service channels to map 
the best route to achieving consistent quality service levels.

People management. We assist our clients in building high 
performance service operations by equipping staff with soft 
skills and providing leadership support that is aimed at 
customer centricity. Our team members are experts in 
performance management, leader coaching, performance 
management, reward and recognition, and offer customer 
service soft skills training to achieve higher, more effective 
levels of people management.

Operations management. We help to define and support 
the business practices required to achieve effective and 
efficient service delivery. This involves planning and quality 
management across the areas of workforce management, 
management information systems and reporting, knowledge 
management, site strategy and maintenance, as well as risk 
and compliance management.

Sales Management

Sales management lowers selling costs by integrating sales 
processes throughout the business; maximises sales 
productivity; streamlines the tender process; and enables 
operational efficiencies across the areas of business 
development and the bid office. The solution comes with 
three defined roles, namely: bid manager, lead owner and 
bid administrator. In addition, sales management improves 
access to information and notifications, enables advanced 
searches, and delivers a more cohesive sales effort. 

The solution:
· Improves visibility for pipeline and opportunity 

management;
· Streamlines the order management process; 
· Captures more opportunities without increasing your 

selling costs;
· Reduces administrative tasks by automating and 

improving processes;
· Improves decision making with comprehensive reporting; 

and
· Is an easy-to-use, role-based interface that can be 

quickly configured and personalised.

Supply Chain Management

Ulwembu Business Services helps clients to transform 
their supply chain into a competitive advantage. 
The supply chain management solution offers the 
broadest capabilities across demand, supply and 
product areas of the business. The solution 
addresses:
· Product lifecycle management;
· Supply chain planning;
· Procurement;
· Logistics;
· Order management;
· Manufacturing; and
· Maintenance management.

Financial Management 

Ulwembu Business Services offers a complete 
financial management solution from a single system 
for finance operations, including governance, risk, 
compliance and performance management. The 
solution standardises processes for shared services 
and reduces back-office costs with productivity 
tools and integrated performance management.

Work smarter and more securely with Ulwembu 
Business Services:
· Drive efficiencies and growth;
· Meet multiple legislations, accounting standards, 

policies, fiduciary and statutory requirements; 
· Manage business performance, social 

responsibilities and risk more sustainably; and
· Facilitate financial control and corporate 

governance.

HR Management

Ulwembu Business Services helps its clients to stay 
abreast of the changing business environment. The 
workforce is more mobile, global and diverse than 
ever before. HR needs a dynamic solution to ensure 
effective people management. The HR 
management solution is available on one common 
platform and is a complete business tool that 
addresses key HR areas, including:
· Recruiting;
· Core HR;
· Talent management;
· Payroll;
· Time tracking; and
· Work/life solutions.
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Contact us

Our value: We're committed to 
keeping our clients informed about 
their business

Full view
We help our clients to extend the value 
of enterprise data by providing a single 
view of the business and a deeper 
understanding of performance drivers.

Smarter decisions
We use reporting, dashboards and data 
analysis to enable better insight, 
reinforce accuracy and support clients in 
making informed, more confident 
business decisions.

Deeper customer understanding
Our clients leverage their customer data 
to enhance their customer experience 
and heighten their own service delivery.

Performance management
Our business solutions drive profitable 
growth for our clients and apply 
predictive analytics to optimise business 
outcomes.

Reduced costs
More enhanced processes and workforce 
productivity eliminates bottlenecks, trims 
cost structures related to execution, and 
creates efficiencies.

Key partners

Technology is an enabler of transformation. Smart 
business solutions are customised according to the 
specific requirements of our clients, and depend on 
their size, the type of project, as well as their specific 
challenges and business objectives. 

As a management consultant, we apply our expertise 
in advising and selecting the most appropriate 
enterprise information solutions from renowned 
vendors that are best suited to the client's needs. 
These may include, but are not limited to IBM, 
Microsoft, Oracle, SAP and Software AG.

· IBM powers our BPM solution.
· Microsoft powers our ERP solution.
· Oracle powers our ERP, BPM, sales management 

and supply chain management solutions.
· SAP powers our ERP and supply chain 

management solutions.
· Software AG powers our BPM solution.

About Ulwembu Business Services

Ulwembu Business Services is a black-owned 
management consulting and information and 
communication technology services company that 
facilitates the transformation of private and public 
enterprises to optimised, digitised organisations.     

We offer integrated, strategic corporate services and 
client-specific business solutions that leverage 
technology, people and processes to enable 
sustainable value creation.
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